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MY GOALS AND AIMS FROM BEFORE COMMENCING THE PROJECT 

❖ To develop my confidence - THAT BEING IN TEACHING AND AS A MUSICIAN. CONFIDENCE 
IN MY DELIVERY AND EXECUTION AND TO BE PERCEIVED AS SUCH BY THE YOUNG PEOPLE 
PARTICIPATING.

❖ TO ENGAGE WITH THE YOUNG PEOPLE - FINDING A COMMON GROUND FOR MOTIVATION AND 
TO CREATE A SAFE PLACE WHERE PARTICIPANTS FEEL COMFORTABLE TO SHARE AND PERFORM 
WITH CREATIVE EXPRESSION.

❖ TO AID IN DEVELOPING AT LEAST ONE INDIVIDUAL’S CRAFT AND CREATIVE PRACTICE- TO THE 
POINT THAT ONCE THE PROJECT HAS CONCLUDED THEY WANT TO MAKE MUSIC AN INTEGRAL 
PART OF THEIR LIVES.

❖ To adapt my teaching style in alternative ways to suit different types of mental 
health.



HOW IT STARTED
➔ MEETING THE LEAD MUSIC LEADER: CHRIS MAPP

UPON MEETING CHRIS I FELT AS THOUGH I WAS IN GOOD HANDS; HE WAS CONFIDENT IN LEADING AND TALENTED IN A 
MULTIFACETED WAY. HIS MAIN INSTRUMENT OF BASS GUITAR WAS DIFFERENT TO MINE, BEING VOCals. We both have extensive 
knowledge of music tech using different daws. I believed this would be beneficial to the process.

➔ Meeting the young people
Giving that the setting was a camhs, most of the young people don’t have regular access to the arts. Furthermore, most 
are also on the autism/neurodivergent spectrums and/or deal with mental health on day to day basis and are on 
medications. I kept this in mind when meeting them and tried to make it a comfortable setting for all. Chris and i 
did an impromptu performance to display our abilities and then asked what songs the young people liked to listen to so 
we could do a relaxed stripped back karaoke style session with them. This worked really well as one of the group activities 
they like is karaoke in the evenings. It was a good ice breaker and even though it wasn’t a lesson, chris and i could gage 
their musical abilities, backgrounds and preferences.

➔ Finding my role 
Following the first session, i had a chance to think about what i had to offer to the young people based on their 
interests matched with my skill set. I thought my songwriting abilities could be put to use along with being able to 
play basic guitar, bass and percussion.



What went well?
➔ writing original songs

At first, the young people were mainly interested in singing covers with no one really invested in writing their own material. It took some 
time but one of the young people who had previous musical experience, particularly with vocals and bass decided they wanted to have a go at 
writing their own song. This worked well as they were the only participant from their ward showing up consistently at the time. They were very 
talented at writing and i found i could help with some melody work and syntax. After this session more young people became confident 
enough to songwrite as well especially as there was no pressure for them to sing them as myself and chris happily volunteered. 

➔ Using non-musical ideas and samples to create music
There were a few young people who were reluctant to try and instrument or sing but they were inquisitive about the music tech side of things. 
We engaged them in learning daws such as cubase and garageband by recording sentences or sounds of objects in the room to create samples 
from which midi could be used to create beats and loops. This was quite enjoyable and we noticed more longevity in the engagement through 
this method. 

➔ Poetry and soundscapes
There was one particular individual who really touched me and impacted my experience on the project. Over time chris and i had built a rapport 
with said person and had encouraged creative writing as they had expressed it was an interest that they had never tried. The poem that they 
shared the following week was not only deep and thought-provoking but well-written and flowed eloquently. They had a real talented for 
writing and didn’t even know it! I recorded the poem for them and they provided the sound design which paired perfectly. I was really proud of 
their development and could see the project had helped their confidence not only musically but on a personally level which was the purpose. 



What could be improved? 
➔ 1-1 sessions work better than group sessions

It took some time to get the ball rolling but from quite early on chris and i noticed that having too many young people in a session 
prevented progress and stunted development. Some for example those who are non-verbal, completely disengaged and felt too shy to participate. 
The more confident young people could prove quite disruptive at times especially if they had their friends with them. Sometimes it could erupt 
into chaos if too much was going on at once and result in sensory overload. 

➔ Present the opportunity to participate in a more formal manner
Consistency was quite hard to come by especially in terms of participation. Some of this was out of our hands and the change over with 
patients being admitted and discharged could be anywhere between 6 weeks and 12 months. On the other hand,there were some young people that 
would come for a couple weeks and start working on something and then not come to any further sessions so there was a lot of incomplete 
work/projects. If there was a sign up sheet and a timetable for sessions maybe this could have been avoided as we could delegate time to those 
who were more invested. Saying this, i know some circumstances are unavoidable giving the nature of the settings and the volatile 
moods/emotions patients can have on a day to day basis.

➔ Technical difficulties
The fact we could take much tech onto the settings was sometimes a hinderance. Working on an ipad wasn’t always suitable and having a 
computer that stayed on setting like there is at ardenleigh hospital would not only mean faster processing but the young people being able to 
work on projects away from sessions in their own time. also , those who were interested in playing keys often struggled using the midi 
keyboard due to lack of/size of the keys. Additionally, it would be beneficial to encourage the settings to allow the young people to use the 
instruments more frequently as they would be put off finishing projects as they couldn’t remember chords and melodies due to lack of practice 
during the week.



Working in mental health 
➔ autism

Having recently been diagnosed as autistic myself, i took great interest in working with those who are on the spectrum. Going on the autism 
awareness course helped majorly as being diagnosed as an adult i felt as though i lacked insight on certain things and the course helped me to 
grasp certain concepts and behaviours. I found that i could relate to some of the young people and even bond over this at times. For example, i 
did a session at parkview clinic and spoke to an individual who shared similar experiences to myself and that actually helped them to be more 
comfortable and connect on a level through music and songwriting.

➔ Blakesley: forward thinking birmingham
Working at blakesley on a week long project was exponentially insightful. I was given the opportunity to work with outpatients who were in my 
age group and i honestly believe this factor aided the progress and the multitude of music that came out of it. It was a different experience to 
working in camhs as we could speak on more mature topics and i got to see the outcomes of being a patient and what life is like following 
discharge. 

➔ Behaviour and engagement
I wasn’t sure what to expect when starting the project. I knew there were different types of mental health but working at cygnet allowed for 
working with people across the spectrum with different behaviours, personalities and needs. Some were quite confident and forward with what 
they wanted to do each session. Some were non verbal and i had to adapt and learn how to give guidance without giving all of the ideas or 
doing the work for them. Others weren’t open to trying new things until presented with approaches that fit their needs and expectations. These 
are all things i have had to learn and overcome throughout the project and it’s been a learning curve.



Did i accomplish my goals? 
➔ To develop my confidence - THAT BEING IN TEACHING AND AS A MUSICIAN. CONFIDENCE IN MY DELIVERY AND EXECUTION AND TO BE 

PERCEIVED AS SUCH BY THE YOUNG PEOPLE PARTICIPATING.
By the end of project, i thought that i would definitely be able to run a session independently and this is not something i believed prior. I found that i 
now had a voice to not only teach and share my skills but also to lead and delegate when appropriate. I had respect from the young people but also a level 
of friendship to a degree where it was about more than just music but delving into life matters which helped their confidence in turn. 

➔ TO ENGAGE WITH THE YOUNG PEOPLE - FINDING A COMMON GROUND FOR MOTIVATION AND TO CREATE A SAFE PLACE WHERE PARTICIPANTS 
FEEL COMFORTABLE TO SHARE AND PERFORM WITH CREATIVE EXPRESSION.
I learnt to listen and realised communication is key in teaching but especially in mental health and that there are various ways to do so. I also 
discovered that a huge part of teaching a lesson is the experience and enjoyment that comes with it. Allowing the young people to drive the sessions was 
imperative for any music to be created. However, showing that i was there to assist and guide was instrumental.

➔ TO AID IN DEVELOPING AT LEAST ONE INDIVIDUAL’S CRAFT AND CREATIVE PRACTICE- TO THE POINT THAT ONCE THE PROJECT HAS 
CONCLUDED THEY WANT TO MAKE MUSIC AN INTEGRAL PART OF THEIR LIVES.
Being able to spark an interest in music was exceptionally rewarding. Writing is my forte and to be able to encourage another person to express 
themselves through that outlet felt powerful. This made me realise that teaching is what i want to do, in particularly, in the mental health sector, 
along with being a musician. 

➔ To adapt my teaching style in alternative ways to suit different types of mental health.                                     I 
learnt not only how to teach non verbal participants but also those who would tend to be more disruptive. This was one of primary goals as this is a 
new field and i knew the challenges i would have to overcome going into this. I also discovered how to create a rapport without lowering the respect 
levels between myself and the young people. This is something i thought my confidence would never allow and i now feel ready to delve into teaching 
independently. 
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